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Показані принципи формування векторів дальності D

 від безпілотного літального апарату до маяка-
відповідача ,та його швидкості kV

, необхідні для обчислення на борту БПЛА параметрів його руху. 
The principles of formation of the vector of distance D

 from unmanned aerial vehicle UAV to transponder-
beacon, and its velocity kV

, which are necessary for on board calculation of the UAV motion parameters.  
Introduction 
A controlled descent (flight) to the specified area 
of earth surface (circumterrestrial space) of un-
manned aerial vehicle (UAV) with a large lift-drag 
ratio (К > 1) is considered. Such vehicles can signif-
icantly change their descent (flight) trajectory as a 
result of an aerodynamic maneuver in the atmos-
phere and landing (hovering) in unexpected distance 
from the specified point of space can happen. 
The task of the control is guidance of the vehicle 
to the point with specified geographical coordinates 
in presence of random disturbances acting on the 
UAV during the descent (flight).  
Termination control of UAV, based on prediction 
of coordinates of a point of landing (flight) is pro-
posed for this reason [1]. Because of absence of 
radio connection on a sizeable part of the starting 
trajectory the control of UAV is autonomous. Pre-
diction is realized by integration of system of diffe-
rential equations of motion with initial conditions, 
determined by autonomous navigation system. Ac-
cumulated, as a result of control synthesis during 
landing (flight), navigation errors lead to appearance 
of not excluded by control system dispersion of 
landing (flight) points [2; 3]. 
To increase accuracy of UAV guidance after ra-
dio contact at the final part of landing (flight) a non-
autonomous control is reasonable, using information 
about relative position and motion of aircraft and 
destination point [1].  
In this paper the method of synthesis of the non-
autonomous termination dual-channel control of 
UAV ( , )aU f K   by a roll angle ( )a t  and lift-
drag ratio ( )K t  under guidance to omnidirectional 
beacon located in specified point of space. To pro-
vide guidance of the vehicle with sufficiently high 
accuracy method of non-autonomous multistep 
adaptive termination control in a zone of close-range 
guidance, starting at the moment of grabbing of a 
beacon signal by radio equipment of the vehicle [1].  
At the moment of grabbing on a board of the 
UAV an inertial reference frame i i iOx y z  is formed, 
an origin of the system matches with centre of gravi-
ty of the vehicle, iOy  axis is directed by radius-
vector r

, and vertical plane i iOx z  is superposed 
with radio beacon at a landing point c c( , )C    with 
geographic latitude c  and longitude c . Processing 
of a data for control synthesis is carried out in this 
system. 
Direction vector of sight line to the beacon 
)(D0 t

 and distance to it along the sight line )D(t  
are external information. Internal information is a 
vector of current phase coordinates of the vehicle  
н н н н н н н
к цx ( , , , , , )V h      
which is determined in autonomous navigation sys-
tem and includes a ground speed 
н
кV , a slope angle 
of the trajectory 
н , a track angle н , an altitude 
нh , geocentric latitude 
н
ц  and longitude 
н [4; 5]. 
For supply of realization of the data processing 
in the inertial reference frame for the synthesis of 
the termination control of the UAV trajectory it is 
necessary to determine the magnitudes of the dis-
tance from UAV to the responder beacon D

 and its 
speed kV

 vectors [6]. 
Formation of the distance D

 and velocity kV

 
vectors of the UAV 
The vector of the termination parameters of mo-
tion [5] is formed as a result of determination of the 
final time of the descent [4] jjkj Ttt  and the 
motion parameters kiV , ih , i , iD , i , i , i  in 
the discrete points ,  1,j i G   
of the interval jT  
( ) ( , , , , , , )kj KT T T T T T Ty t V h D     . (1) 
where kV  is ground speed,   is an angle of the 
trajectory slope, an altitude — h , a distance — D , 
an angle of sight —  , a relative course angle —  , 
a slope angle of the sight line —  . 
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Taking into account an approximate character of 
these parameters the predicted point of landing K 
with phase coordinates of the vehicle at it (1) may be 
situated either in front of the plane of guidance 
2
T
 
  
   
or behind it 
2
T
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  
 
. 
In the first case a point of intersection of the 
plane of guidance and the vector of the final speed 
and the phase of coordinates of this point R and Ф 
are determined (fig. 1). 
For this purpose after introduction of the desig-
nations of the segments CF, PF, PB and EF respec-
tively as ПППП clba ,,,  and determination of their 
magnitudes 
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predicted values of distance R and angle Ф are found 
from the fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. Determination of the objective function 
 
In the second case the distance R and angle Ф are 
determined at the time instant , 1,j i G   at the 
achieving of 
2

by the course angle i   
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In such way by known phase coordinates of the 
vehicle )( j
H tx , direction of the sight line )(0 jtD

 
and distance to the beacon )( jtD  for the moment of 
correction jt  the termination parameters of motion 
)( kjty  at the final moment of descent на kjt  are 
predicted and the objective function 
)( jR  on the 
plane of guidance is determined. 
Current phase coordinates of the vehicle  
( ) ( ( ), ( ), ( ), ( ), ( ), ( ))H H H H H H HKx t V t t t h t t t      (2) 
are determined by the navigation system as a result 
of integration of the system of differential equations 
of motion in the path reference frame KKK zyOx .  
Its origin matches with the centre of gravity of 
the vehicle, KOx  axis coincides with the direction of 
the actual speed vector KV

, KOy  axis lies in a ver-
tical plane and KOz  axis complements the system to 
a right-hand one (fig. 2). The angle of  trajectory 
slope is counted from the plane of a local horizon, 
which is determined by gg zOx  plane of the earth 
parallel reference frame ggg zyOx  
with the origin 
matched with centre of gravity of the vehicle, 
gOy axis directed along local vertical, gOx  axis in 
local vertical plane, passing through the radius-
vector r

 and velocity vector KV

 and gOz  axis 
complementing the system to the right-hand one 
(fig. 2).  
 
 
Fig. 2. Reference frames 
 
Parameters of relative position of the vehicle and 
beacon )(0 tD

 and )(tD  are determined by the re-
sults of the measurements by radio system of the 
vehicle and is formed in the inertial reference frame 
nnn zyOx , which is built at the moment of grabbing 
of the beacon radio signal. 
The moment of grabbing 0t  is registered at get-
ting in direct radio sight of the beacon by the ve-
hicle, located in the landing point ( , )с сС    (fig. 3).  
 
Fig. 3. Radio contact with the beacon 
The origin of the reference frame i i iOx y z  is 
matched with the centre of gravity of the vehicle, 
iOy  axis is directed along with radius-vector of the 
centre of gravity )( 0tr

, iOx  axis lies in a vertical 
plane, passing through  the radius vector )( 0tr

 and 
the beacon ( , )с сС   , iOz axis complements the 
system to a right-hand one. 
When executing a mathematic simulation to reg-
ister the moment of grabbing of the beacon 0t  опре-
деляется relative position of the vehicle and the 
beacon is determined in the Greenwich moving 
coordinates G G G GO x y z . Its origin coincides with 
the centre of gravity of the vehicle, G GO z  axis is 
directed along with a vector of angular rate of Earth 
rotation, G GO x  axis lies in the plane of Greenwich 
meridian, G GO y  axis complements the system to the 
right-hand one. 
To determine the relative position at each step of 
integration of motion equations of the vehicle after 
descent lower than the radio contact altitude phh   
a radius vector of the centre of gravity of the vehicle 
r

 and the distance vector  D

 by known phase coor-
dinates of the vehicle (2) are determined. 
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The radius-vector of the landing point cr

 is de-
termined by predefined values of its geographical 
coordinates c , c  
),,( czгcyгcxгc rrrr

, г цccos coscx c cr r   ,  
г цccos sincy c cr r   , г цcsincz cr r  .        (4) 
Geocentric latitude цc  and values of radii cr  
and r  are related to geographical latitude c  as 
follows 
 2цc arctan 1 2 tan c        , 
 2e цc1 sinc kr R h    ,  
 2 нe ц1 sinr R h    ,                 (5) 
where   is Earth oblateness, eR  is Earth equator 
radius. 
The moment of grabbing 0t  is defined using 
condition that an angle of vehicle elevation above 
the plane of the beacon horizon equals to 
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to predefined value of slope з  
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, 
at which a stable radio connection is established in 
conditions of sight of the beacon by vehicle. 
To realize the prediction of the temination para-
meters of motion )( kjty  and objective function 
)( jR , 
it’s necessary to determine values of parameters jD , 
j , j , j  at the moment of correction jt . 
The distance to the beacon by the sight line jD  
is determined by radio equipment of the vehicle, and 
when mathematical simulation is computed using 
the relations (3)—(5) 
 
0,5
2 2 2
г г гj x j y j z jD D D D   , 
г г гx j cx x jD r r  ,  
г г гy j cy y jD r r  , г г гz j cz z jD r r  , 
н н
г ц сos сosx j j j jr r   ,  
н н
г ц сos siny j j j jr r   , 
н
г ц sinx j j jr r  . 
The sight angle j  is an angle between the dis-
tance vector to the landing point along the sight line 
0
jjj D DD

  and speed vector kjV

 (fig. 2).  
It is determined using the expression of the mod-
ulus of vector product of jD

 and kjV

 vectors 
(3) 
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, 
where kjjj VDN

  is a normal vector to a plane 
of self-guidance, formed by vectors jD

 and kjV

. 
The vectors jD

, kjV

 and jN

 should be defined 
in the inertial reference frame u u uOx y z  for calcula-
tion of the angle of sight 
 zиjyиjxиjj DDD ,,D

,  
 
zиjkyиjkxиjkkj
VVV ,,V

,  
 zиjyиjxиjj NNN ,,N

. 
Conclusions 
By the results of onboard measurements the 
distance vector D

 is formed in the inertial reference 
frame, and for mathematical simulation in 
Greenwich reference frame. The velocity vector kV

 
is formed in the path reference frame by the 
navigation system. 
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